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GUIDELINES FOR BOOK REVIEWERS

JOURNAL OF THE ASSOCIATION OF MORMON COUNSELORS & PSYCHOTHERAPISTS

Guidelines for Book and Media Reviewers

B

take precedence, the style for text and references should
follow the Publication Manual of the American Psychological
Association, 5th edition.
Your review will be edited for clarity and format.
Changes may also be suggested; this is more likely if a
review is overwhelmingly negative or positive without
supporting information. Any other than routine editorial corrections will be sent back to you for approval.

ook and media reviews (books, audiovisuals, internet resources) are an important part of professional
journals. Reviews alert busy clinicians and academicians
to resources that may help them and their patients/students, and also keep them current with the world of
ideas relating to their profession and responsibilities.
CONTENT

Reviews should include a synopsis of the book's content
and a critical assessment of its value for the field-both
strengths and weaknesses. The reviewer should also state
what types of readers would most benefit (or not benefit).
Because book reviewing is an art as well as a scholarly activity, you are encouraged to express your individuality. The
first person may be used, which is often livelier and more
interesting to read than the more formal passive voice (for
example, "I found this concept intriguing" as opposed to
"This concept was found to be intriguing"). As appropriate,
do make comparisons with other works on the topic and
specifically comment on the preface, bibliography, glossary,
or index. Note that book titles are not always devised by
the authors so may at times be misleading.

LENGTH

Reviews should run from 250 to 1000 words, longer if
agreed upon in advance. We welcome concise reviews as
well as comparative reviews of several works (which can
of course be longer).
DEADLINE

When invited to review a book, please return the
review within 6 weeks (or by another agreed-upon date).
Please let us know in advance if you need more time.
SUBMISSION FORMAT

It is preferred that you e-mail your review, both as part
of your message and as an attachment (in Rich Text
format). Please include with all reviews your address,
phone number, fax, and e-mail.

FORMAT

On the top of the first page, indicate title, author(s),
and publication information as follows:

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

If the Journal sends you the book to review; it is yours to
keep. Reviews may be solicited (we and you agree in
advance) or unsolicited (you sent in your review without
querying first), but we reserve the right to reject or heavily
edit unsolicited reviews. Please let us know about forthcoming (and already published) books and media which
you suggest be reviewed (and whether you are willing to
review them or not). Thank you.

Current Psychotherapies, 6th edition. Edited by Raymond J.
Corsini & Danny Wedding. Itasca, IL: EE. Peacock Publishers,
Inc., 2000. xii+491 pages, il!lus., photo., gloss., index. ISBN 087581-430-1, paper, $60.00.

At the end of the review, give your name, degree, exact
title and professional affiliation; for example:
Victor B. Cline, PhD
Clinical Psychology
Private Practice
Salt Lake City, UT

or

Robert H. Coombs, PhD, MFT
Professor
UCLA School of Medicine
Los Angeles, CA

-Richard G. Ellsworth, PhD

Editor, AMCAP Journal
Richard G. Ellsworth, Editor
1672 West Avenue J
Suite 207
Lancaster CA 93534

Double-space EVERYTHING in the manuscript.
Use a 12-point font if possible. Please consult the
Journal "Instructions for Contributors;' found in each
Issue. Beyond guidelines in these instructions, which

< amcapjournal@byu.edu >
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTRIBUTERS

JOURNAL OF THE ASSOCIATION OF MORMON COUNSELORS & PSYCHOTHERAPISTS

Instructions for Contributers

T

he AMCAP Journal seeks manuscripts of interest to
the broad interdisciplinary membership of the
Association. The AMCAPJournal is a peer-reviewed journal
addressing the interface between revealed religion and psychology; specifically, issues of spirituality and the influence
of LDS church doctrine in psychotherapy, including the
study of counseling in a spiritual context. It is devoted to
influencing the field of counseling and psychotherapy
through the study of related scholarship in religion, LDS
doctrine, spirituality and ethics throughout the world.
Appropriate manuscripts may be literature reviews, clinical
case reviews, research reports, educational program reports,
media reviews (books, audiovisuals, internet resources),
scholarly commentary, theoretical or descriptive clinical
practice articles, reports of AMCAP Convention presentations, interviews, or letters to the editor. Articles may relate
to theories of counseling and psychotherapy, family therapy
or social work; or may deal with the application of spirituality or church doctrine to understanding psychological
processes or questions of ethical practice.
Manuscripts submitted to the AMCAP Journal are
accepted for consideration with the understanding that
they represent original material, have not been published elsewhere, and are not being considered for publication elsewhere. All manuscripts should be submitted via e-mail to the Editor:

an e-mail address. A transmittal letter must accompany
the manuscript, signed by all authors, which contains
the following:
"In considerarion of the Association of Mormon
Counselors and Psychotherapists (AMCAP) taking
action in reviewing and editing my( our) submission, the
undersigned author(s) heteby transfers, assigns, or othetwise conveys to AMCAP all copyright ownership rights in
the manuscript, and all rights subsumed thereunder under
the copyright laws of the United States and all foreign
countries, in the event the manuscript is published by the
AMCAP Journal. Author(s) represents and warrants that
Author(s) is the sole author of the manuscript, that the
manuscript is original except for necessary quotations or
paraphrases for which the source has been credited, and
that the manuscript does not infringe upon the copyright
or other ownership rights of any other person or entity, or
contain any matter that may be libelous or otherwise
actionable; and Author(s) agrees to defend, save harmless
and indemnify AMCAP and its Journal Editors, officers,
directors, agents and employees, and each of them, from
and against any and all claims, losses, liability, damages,
and expenses for breach of these warranties:'
If there are extensive quotations (over 500 words) in
the manuscript, authors must obtain letters of permission for their use. A copy of the permission-granting
letter should accompany the manuscript.

R. G. Ellsworth < amcapjournal@byu.edu >
Please e-mail the manuscript, including any tables/
charts or graphics, as an attachment. Also please mail a
copy of the complete manuscript on computer disk.
The e-mail attachment and disk copy should be in Rich
Text Format (RTF). Disks and/or printed manuscripts
should be mailed to:
Richard G. Ellsworth, Editor
1672 West Avenue J
Suite 207
Lancaster CA 93534

or

Review Process: the Editor and two or more members of
the Editorial Board will review all papers submitted.
Reviewers' comments will be sent to the authors at the
Editor's discretion. Reviewers will remain anonymous.
Manuscripts will be acknowledged by the Editor or
Associate Editor upon receipt. Every effort is made to
inform authors of publication decisions within three
months. If revisions are required, the Editor may choose
either to accept revisions without additional review, or to
put the revised manuscript through the entire review
process again. Once a manuscript is accepted for publication, three to six months will elapse before the article
appears in published form in the AMCAP Journa1.

The AMCAP Journal
2540 Easr 1700 South
Salt Lake Ciry UT 84108

Cover Letter - copyright information: Please include in
the cover letter a mailing address for the corresponding
author, a daytime telephone number, a fax number, and
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Style Specifications: Unless contradicted by instructions
on this page, manuscripts should be prepared according
to the style guidelines given in the Publication Manual ofthe
American Psychological Association, 5th edirion, 2001. The
entire manuscript should be double-spaced with separate
pages for each of the following: tide page, abstract, references, footnotes, tables, figures and figure captions.
Author information: All information identifying the
author( s) must only be on the tide page.
Title page: The tide page must include:
(1) the number of words in the text of the paper
(2) tide of the article - usually approximately 10 - 14
words
(3) author(s) name(s), degree(s), and institutional
affiliation(s). If the author(s) is not affiliated with
an institution, please list city and state.
(4) running head (i.e., an abbreviated tide of less than
50 characters, including spaces)
(5) a brief statement describing the author's affiliation,
acknowledgements, and which aurhor should
receive correspondence (with a permanent address,
including e-mail address).
For example: John
Smith PhD is Professor of Psychology at McGill
University in Montreal. Jane Jones MD is a psychiatrist in private practice in Buffalo, New York. This
study was supported by Health Canada NHRDP
Grant #8888-8888-888, and a grant by Pfizer Inc. to
Dr. Jones. The aurhors thankJane Doe for her helpful comments on the manuscript. Correspondence
concerning this article should be addressed to John
Smith PhD, Dept. of Psychology, McGill
University, 300 Penfield Ave., Montreal, Quebec,
Canada H3H1B1. e-mail: <jsmith@mcgiILedu.ca>

Abstract: The abstract should summarize the paper in
75 to 300 words.
Text: Use the active voice as much as possible and use
the first person only when referring to the aurhor.

AMCAPJOURNAL

'Text Citations: Use the author-date citation method; i.e.,
author surname and year of publication. For example:
(Jones, 1998). If there is more than one author, use an
ampersand [&] in citations. When a work has more than
two authors, cite all authors the first time the reference
occurs; in subsequent citations only cite the surname of
the first author, followed by"et at:' For example: (Smith,
Johnson & Jones, 1999) then (Smith, et aL, 1999).
Reference List: Every work cited should be listed in
alphabetical order, by author surname, on a separate page
tided"References:' Use an ampersand [&] when there are
two or more authors. See the APA Publication Manual for
specific details regarding citation styles for books, journals, and other materials.
TYPES OF ARTICLES AND USUAL LENGTHS

Special Articles are overview articles that bring together
information on a topic related to the Journal's mission
(as oudined in the first paragraph, above). Such articles
are usually no more than 7000 words in length (excluding tables and references). It is advisable to check with
the Editor before submitting this type of article to be
sure that a similar one is not already being processed.
Regular Articles describing research, multiple related case
reports, theoretical papers and so forth, usually contain no
more than 4000 words (excluding tables and references).
Case Reports are often quite interesting, and a report of a
series of cases can be especially important and usefuL Even
single-case reports warrant publication if they illusrrate
new insights or are in some way unique. Single-case reports
should contain no more than 2000 words. The organization of a case report includes: a brief introduction with a literature review, the case history, a concise description of the
treatment intervention, a report of results with follow-up,
and a discussion of the significance of the case.
Interviews: Please query the Editor before submitting
an interview article.

Patient Anonymity: Both ethical and legal considerations make it necessary to protect a patient's anonymity
in reports. Identifying information (including the use of
initials) should be avoided, and any identifying information in the discussion of the personal history should be
adequately disguised.

Book and Media Reviews (including audiovisual and
internet resources): The Journal actively solicits media
reviews from qualified reviewers. Media review manuscripts should follow the guidelines on this page and in
the journal's Guidelines for Book and Media Reviewers.

Headings: First-level headings should be centered with
upper and lower case letters. Second-level headings
should be at the left margin with upper and lower case
letters. Third-level headings should be in italics and
indented wirh upper and lower case letters.

Letters to the Editor should include a notation that the
letter is for publication. The letter must be signed by all
authors. Any letter discussing an article in the AMCAP
Journal will be sent to the author of the article. All lettel'S will be edited before publication.

